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an ANR. 
that if p :E-, Y is an approximate fibration where E is a locally compact 
R, B(rch point inverse is an FANR, and Y is finite dimensionat, then Y is 
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/ absc ‘ute neighborhood retract approximate fibration local n-connectivity 1 
Suppose p ; E + Y is a mapping from an ANR to a topological space. A long 
standing class of questions in topology is to determine whether Y is an ANR for 
specific types of mappings. For Hurewicz fibrations with ANR fibers or cell-like 
mappings, this question is considered in [l&6, 15, 1, 10, 13, 12, 113, Also Husch 
considers this question for shape fibrations with FANR replacing ANR [9]. Here 
we consider a common generalization of both Hurewicz fibrations and cell-like 
map~%gs: approximate flbrations with FANR fibers. As in much of the earlier 
work, we prove that Y is LC” for all 19, This suffices to prove that Y is an ANR 
in the Tcse that Y is finite dimensional [7], but otherwise leaves a part of the 
question uranswercd. 
To simplify hypotheses, we will say that p is an FANR map if E is a locally 
compact, separable metric ANR and p is a prq,er surjective map such that each 
point inverse is an FANR, It follows that Y is a locally compact, locally path 
connected, separable metric space. Our main result is 
: E -) Y is an FANR msp, n is a positive integer, and p h.as the 
lifting p rty for all Cc-ds, 0 G k G n, thw Y is locally 
An immediate coroll 
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We use the following terminology [4]. If p : E + Y is a proper map, p has the 
approximate homotopy lifting prqwty for X if for each homotopy H : XX 1F + Y, 
mat) N’ :X x (ci)+ E with pfi = HI(X x(O)), and open cover G of Y, there is an 
extension fi of 6 to X xl such that p& is E-close to H. We ahbreviat,e this by 
p E AHLP(X). If p E AHLP(X) for all spaces X, we say p is an appmximatefzbratiort, 
We denote the n -sphere and n-ball by Sn and B” respectively. Y *is LC? if for each 
y E Y and neighborhood U of Y there is a‘ neighborhood V of y such that each 
map (b : S” -+ V is null homotopic in U, It follows from the proof of [S, Corollary 
1.33 that if Y is LC” and p E AHLP(B”), then p E AWLP(K) for all n-dimensional 
polyhedra K. For information on FANR‘s, see [Z, 3, 143. The reader who is 
unacquainted with shape theory may think of X E FANR as code for “X has the 
homotopy ty;e of a locally finite complex” with no great loss of generality, 
We use cl, int, and a to denote closure, interior and boundary; All metrics are 
denoted by d. If p : E + Y is a map and y E Y, Fy =p”‘(y). A map 0, : S” 3 Y is 
E -null if it extends to a map Q, : B”+’ -) Y such that diaE @(Bn+*) c 6, 
Our proof of Theorem 3.4 splits naturally into two parts. In Sect’on 2, we observe 
that to see that Y is LC”, it suffices to show that small maps of S” into Y can be 
approximated by null maps. In Section 3, we show how the hypotheses of 3.4 lead 
to the necessary approximations. 
2. Approximate local connecthity 
If Y is a metric space, we say that Y is approximatel+~ locally n-mnnected 
( Y E n- ALC) provided that for each y E Y and each neighborhood of U af y there 
is a neighborhood of V of y such that for each E > 0 and map + : S” -) V such that 
y c 4(§“) there is a map Q+ : S” + V such that # is ~-close to + and I@ is null in U. 
The following lemma, which can be derived easily from 18, $atz 6) will be used to 
prove Theorem 3.4. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Y be a locally compact metric space. If Y is LC”-‘” a~cl n-ALC, 
nal,then YisLC”. 
In this section we show that FANR im s of ANR’s are approximately &ally 
connected, provided that we have appro , I;‘irst we need two ie&nical 
lemmas concerning movability. 
Praof, By [5, 143 X is strongly movable, so given fi LE’* above, there is a neighbor- 
hood 3 of X such that given any *$ there is a makp h : p -) f~@ with hi 
Cbo~e I@’ a neighborhood of X such that hi I@’ is homotopic to I + in I$’ using 
f7, Chapter IV, Theorem l.l]. ‘I[iaen if q5 : 2 -$l%f’ is ml! homotopic in p9 !-I 
null homotupic in kk Sink ht# is homotopic to d) in I@, Cp is null homotopic in I@. 
Imm.3.2. Suppasse that p : E + Y is an FANR map, I3 an ANR. 7’hen given any 
mint y G Y and neighborhood U of y, there is a neighborhood V of y in U such t,hat 
if 4 : Z + p-l V is any map, then p4 : Z + V is nulb’homatopic in U. 
Proof. Using the strong movability of F& we can choose ti neighborhood V of y 
such that p-l V can be homotoped arbitrarily close to h;; in p-l U. Given # : 2’ + 




for large n, Tlxm G : 2 x I + U, defined by 
is a null homotopy of p+ in U. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose p : E -, Y is an FANR map, E an PANR. If p satisfies 
GHLP(B”-‘), then Y is n-ALC, 
RwH, Given ;: G Y and a neighborhood U of yt choose a neighborhood V of y 
acccM!ng to Lemma 3.2 and small enough that p-l V plays the role of p in Lemma 
3.1fcr:j~~“U.NowsuaposethatJI:(S”,*)-,(V,y)isamapand~>Qisgiven. 
tit @ = p%&,&y) and choose a neighborhood W’ of y small enough that p-‘( W’) 
plays the role of &’ in Lemma 3.1 r vt. Decompose Sn as I u & where the & 
are n-cells wWcommon boundary such that * E B1 and @(.&) c W’. By viewi.ng 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, ‘1’ is EC-AILC for all 0 G k S pt. We now apply Lernrn~ 2.1 
inductively to conclude that Y is LCn. % 
‘Fhesrem 3cS. If p : E -+ Y is an FANR map which is dw an apprdmba(e fitvution, 
and Y is finite dimensional, then Y is as AVR. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, Y is LC” for all n. Hence, by [7, Chapter V, %&&em 
7.11 Y’ is an ANR. 
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